
SyndWire Walkthrough

Introduction

In this document, we’re going to cover all you need to know about SyndWire, including:

1. Adding accounts
2. Creating Campaigns
3. Posting Status Updates
4. Posting Bookmarks
5. Posting Blogposts
6. And setting up RSS feeds

Before we get started, you’re going to need one thing:

1. You’ll need accounts for every place you plan to post out to such as tumblr, facebook,
twitter, livejournal, or wherever. You can see the full list of supported services by logging
into SyndWire at SyndWire.com and clicking on Accounts in the top navigation.

Let’s get started!
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Adding Accounts - Step 1

Log in to SyndWire and click on Accounts at the top

You’ll see all of the sites you can hook up accounts for. They are organized by tabs into three
sections: Status Updates, Bookmarks, and Blog Posts.

Adding Accounts - Step 2

To add an account, click on a site you want to add an account to and click Add New in the pop up.
The page will change to a log in for that site; log in with your account, and if asked to authorize
click yes. Now you’ll see the account in your list.

To remove an account, click on the site you want to remove an account from and in the pop up
window click Remove next to the account you want to remove.
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Adding A Campaign - Step 1

Log in to SyndWire and click on Campaigns at the top. If you've previously created campaigns,
you will see them here. If you haven't, there will be no compaigns listed.

Click on New Campaign on the right
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Adding A Campaign - Step 2

Name your campaign and select which accounts you want to be a part of this campaign.

Then click Save Campaign.

Editing Or Removing Campaigns

If you need to add or remove accounts from a campaign, or rename the campaign, you can do this
by clicking on Edit on the right of the name of the campaign you need to edit.

You can delete a campaign by clicking Delete to the right of the name of the campaign you need
to delete.
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Adding An RSS Feed Campaign - Step 1

Log in to SyndWire and click on RSS Feeds at the top. If you've previously created campaigns,
you will see them here. If you haven't, there will be no compaigns listed.

On the right click New RSS Feed.
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Adding An RSS Feed Campaign - Step 2

In the window that pops up, put the URL of the feed you want to pull FROM, and select the
account(s) you want the RSS Feed to post to. Click Save Campaign when you’re done.

Editing Or Removing RSS Feed Campaigns

If you need to add or remove accounts from an RSS Feed campaign, or rename the RSS Feed
campaign, you can do this by clicking on Edit on the right of the name of the RSS Feed campaign
you need to edit.

You can delete an RSS Feed campaign by clicking Delete to the right of the name of the RSS
Feed campaign you need to delete.
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Publishing A Status Update

Log in to SyndWire and hover over Publish at the top and click on Status Update

In the top right, click on Select Networks and in the drop down next to the word Campaign, choose
a campaign. Below that, check the networks you want to post the status update to.

In the Status box, type in your status update. Keep in mind that some sites have character limits,
such as Twitter’s 140 character limit. You can spin the text so that the status updates are different
for the various accounts. The spinning syntax or “spintax” is synonyms separated by a vertical bar
and surrounded by curly brackets.

For example: {Hello|Hi|Hola|Salut}. Each status update will randomly select from the spun
synonyms.

Make sure you put a check next to "Yes" for Article Spinning if you are using spinning in your
status update.

Schedule the status update by clicking anywhere in the box next to “Schedule Status Update”.
You’ll get a small pop up window where you can select the date. Once you click on the date, it will
change to the time. Select the time under AM or PM. Then, it will change to allow you more
specific times. Select the time you want the post to go out and the window will close.

Click Submit when you’re done.
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Publishing A Bookmark

Log in to SyndWire and hover over Publish at the top and click on Bookmark.

In the top right, click on Select Networks and in the drop down next to the word Campaign, choose
a campaign. Below that, check the networks you want to post the bookmark to.
Next to Title, put in the title of the bookmark. You can spin the text so that the titles are different for
the various accounts. The spinning syntax or “spintax” is synonyms separated by a vertical bar.

For example: {Hello|Hi|Hola|Salut}. Each bookmark will randomly select from the spun synonyms.

Make sure you put a check next to "Yes" for Article Spinning if you are using spinning in your
bookmark.

Next to Link, put in the URL of the bookmark. Note that some sites only accept RSS feed links,
such as Feedspot.

Next to Description, add in a description of the bookmark. This text can be spun, too.

Schedule the bookmark by clicking anywhere in the box next to “Schedule Status Update”. You’ll
get a small pop up window where you can select the date. Once you click on the date, it will
change to the time. Select the time under AM or PM. Then, it will change to allow you more
specific times. Select the time you want the post to go out and the window will close.

You can add an image by clicking Select Image, and in the window that appears, locating the
image and clicking Open. Note that some sites do not allow you to upload an image with your
bookmark.

When you’re done, click Submit.
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Publishing A Blog Post - Step 1

Log in to SyndWire and hover over Publish at the top and click on Blog Post

In the top right, click on Select Networks and in the drop down next to the word Campaign, choose
a campaign. Below that, check the networks you want to post the blog post to.
Next to Title, put in the title of the blog post. You can spin the text so that the titles are different for
the various accounts. The spinning syntax or “spintax” is synonyms separated by a vertical bar.

For example: {Hello|Hi|Hola|Salut}. Each blog post will randomly select from the spun synonyms.

Make sure you put a check next to "Yes" for Article Spinning if you are using spinning in your blog
post.

Next to Description, write in the blog post. We have a WYSIWYG editor so you can format your
text the way you would like it to look. This text can be spun, too.

Schedule the blog post by clicking anywhere in the box next to “Schedule Status Update”. You’ll
get a small pop up window where you can select the date. Once you click on the date, it will
change to the time. Select the time under AM or PM. Then, it will change to allow you more
specific times. Select the time you want the post to go out and the window will close.
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Publishing A Blog Post - Step 2

You can add an image by clicking Select Image, and in the window that appears, locating the
image and clicking Open.

When you’re done, click Submit.
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